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We continue our series 
championing food standards 

with an Easter favourite 
enjoying an artisan revival by 
British makers. This month:

CHOCOLATE
WORDS BY LAURA SILVERMAN  

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDREW MONTGOMERY

Chocolate
EASTER SPECIAL



This is not a guilty pleasure: “It’s a whole food, it’s nourishing”. 
Just as it was for the Mayans, chocolate for Pablo is “sacred”. 
Forever Cacao, his own brand, is the real deal: minimally 
processed and free from dairy, gluten, palm oil, soya and  
refined sugar. The signature bars are made of unroasted  
cacao beans, coconut sugar and cacao butter. That’s it.

Pablo did not always live like this. In 2007, he was a DJ,  
whose highs came from elsewhere. One evening at a party, a 
friend offered him raw chocolate. “It looked like a slab of wood,”  
he says, from his ancient farmhouse in north Wales. “The party 
went on all night and I kept going, powered by cacao. I felt 
euphoric, energised – pretty much like I’d felt during the  
Nineties, but without the chemical additions.”

I SHOULD CACAO
Now he makes that chocolate, also without any chemical 
additions, himself. Working in the garden – out of a storage 
container that was formerly used as a production office at 
Glastonbury, but which has since been painted by a friend,  
the artist Matt Sewell – Pablo’s small-batch chocolate has won 
International Chocolate Awards and a Great Taste accolade.

Pablo, who lives with his partner Tad and their two children 
(Beadie, 13, and Cass, nine), is just about to start a new batch.  
He gets his beans from the Ashaninka people, an indigenous 
community, who live in the western part of the Amazon rainforest 
in Peru. He found them through a chance conversation at another 
party with the late Dilwyn Jenkins, an eco-campaigner. Dilwyn 
was encouraging the Ashaninka to protect their land. Instead  
of selling their home to loggers, leading to deforestation, he 
suggested they make it profitable. First, they sold coffee  
beans. Then, when Pablo came along, it was cacao.

Not that it was that simple at the time. Negotiations, recalls 
Pablo, involved many a crackly Skype call to Lima with a 
three-way language barrier and a two-week trek in and out  
of the jungle to get messages to the community. “It was difficult  

in those early days,” he says, unfazed. The first three crops Pablo 
bought were then plagued by a pathogen and couldn’t leave the 
country. But the wait was worth it. “Their beans were pukka!” he 
says, running his hand through what look like plump almonds. 
“They’re an ancient heirloom strain. I immediately thought I’ve 
got to safeguard these because they’re magic.” The Ashaninka  
call their beans “abuelos” (“the grandparents”) in honour of their 
long heritage. A type of criollo bean, one of the rarer types of 
cacao, they are “fruity and vibrant”.

RAISING THE BAR
The Ashaninka dry the beans on bamboo racks and leave them  
to ferment under a banana leaf in a crate for two to three days.  
When the beans arrive, smelling strongly of vinegar, Pablo hand 
sorts them to remove the odd twig, before they can be cracked and 
winnowed. He keeps them raw to maintain their antioxidants and  
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OPPOSITE AND THIS PAGE From 
tempering, pouring and tasting the 
melted chocolate to wrapping the 
individual bars, most of the processes 
are carried out by hand. The workshop is 
located in the farmhouse garden and has 
been painted by friend and artist Matt 
Sewell – ‘the Banksy of the bird world’

Pablo Spaull eats 100g  
of chocolate a day: a big 
bar in the morning, hot 
cacao after lunch, a few 
squares in the evening. 

Chocolate
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“I’ve never had this 
big vision of being  

on supermarket 
shelves… I just want 
to make something 

interesting and pure”
OPPOSITE AND THIS PAGE 

Pablo says he must be in  
a positive mindset to make 

the best chocolate from  
the ancient ‘abuelos’ beans     

grown by the Ashaninka
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nutritional benefits. He uses two machines.  
The first cracks the beans. The second, a  
“Heath Robinson-like contraption”, separates  
the nibs from the husks; a fan blows away the  
husk, leaving the nib to clatter into a bucket.

Pablo then puts the nibs into a stone grinder, 
once used to crush Indian spices, mixing in cacao 
butter and coconut sugar. This is left to ‘conch’ 
(when the ingredients are whizzed around to  
form a smooth liquid) for 24 to 48 hours on a low 
heat. They are interrupted only by the chief taster 
himself. “If it’s not gritty,” he says, “it’s good.” Pablo 
then tempers the results, allowing the liquid to 
form a distinctive crystalline structure that gives the chocolate its 
shine and crunch, before he hand-pours it into moulds. Finally,  
he wraps the bars by hand, in recyclable foil and sends them out.

The process can be done in two days – or three months. 
Sometimes Pablo leaves a block to rest in its mould so that the 
flavours can mellow: “A couple of seasons ago, the beans were  
so strong and punchy that I had to leave that particular batch  
for weeks. Sometimes you have to let the chocolate settle, much 
like you would rest cheese or wine.”

Over the years, Pablo’s process has stayed pretty consistent. 
When he started, there were only three other bean-to-bar makers 
in the UK, racking up his phone bill to companies in Vietnam, 
New York and Italy when looking for advice and equipment.

JUST ADD BELIEF
Pablo is still a purist with his recipe. Flavoured bars, 
which are limited edition, often add just that flavour 
and little else: lavender from Welsh Lavender nearby, 
Halen Môn’s Anglesey sea salt, damask rose petals 
from Pablo’s garden. But all his chocolate does depend 
on one further quality: his attitude. To stay relaxed, 
he meditates in the morning: “Belief is very important. 
You’ve got to believe that it’s going to work.” His 
chocolate, he says, absorbs his positivity when he is 
making it, and he lets intuition guide him along the 
way. “That’s something the indigenous communities 
understand,” he says. “It’s at the heart of their very 

being. They don’t have external information. They rely on their 
internal compass. And that’s been very, very useful.” BBC 6 Music, 
not usually heard in the Amazon, will be on as he works, unless Pablo 
has some new tunes to go through for a set. “If I were stressed, the 
chocolate would taste bad,” he says. “I don’t rush the process. It will 
happen when it happens and that’s the best way to approach it.”

The only trouble he has is keeping up with demand. Pablo makes 
“a few thousand” bars a year, but everyone wants good chocolate, 
especially if it makes you feel euphoric. “I’ve never had this big vision 
of being on supermarket shelves,” he says. “Cacao found me; I didn’t go 
looking for it. I just want to make something interesting and pure.”  

VISIT forevercacao.co.uk to sample Forever Cacao’s award-winning bars. 
Read on for more on how to get the most of this ingredient.

Fragrant damask rose 
petals are picked from 
Pablo’s own garden to 
bring extra flavour to 
limited-edition bars

Chocolate
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Satisfy a sweet 
craving by having 

these simple-to- 
make bars to hand

CHEWY ALMOND  
CHOCOLATE BARS
Chocolate shortbread is baked with a chewy 
almond, pistachio and pecan topping, then 
sprinkled with pieces of Forever Cacao chocolate.

Preparation 20 minutes Cooking 40 minutes Makes 16

250G PLAIN FLOUR 
2 TBSP COCOA POWDER 
75G CASTER SUGAR 
½ TSP BAKING POWDER 
100G BUTTER, CUT INTO PIECES 
2 MEDIUM EGGS, BEATEN 
FOR THE TOPPING 
150G BUTTER 
75G GRANULATED SUGAR 
75G LIGHT MUSCOVADO SUGAR 
3 TBSP GOLDEN SYRUP 
4 TBSP DOUBLE CREAM 
200G BLANCHED ALMONDS, CUT IN HALF 
100G PISTACHIOS, HALVED 
100G PECANS, SHELLED 
75G FOREVER CACAO CHOCOLATE, CHOPPED  
(ANY FLAVOUR)

1 Line the base and sides of a 30cm x 23cm traybake tin  
or roasting tin with baking parchment. 
2 For the shortbread base, put the flour, cocoa, sugar and 
baking powder into a large bowl. Rub in the butter until 
the mixture looks like breadcrumbs. This can be done in 
a food processor if you prefer. Stir in the eggs and mix to  
a soft dough. Press into the tin and level. Chill. 
3 Preheat the oven to 180°C (160°C fan oven) gas mark 4. 
For the topping, melt the butter in a small pan. Stir in the 
sugars and syrup. Heat gently until dissolved, then bring 
to the boil. Add the cream and boil for 1 minute, stirring 
continuously. Remove from the heat and stir in the nuts. 
4 Spread the nut mixture evenly over the base, then bake 
for 25-30 minutes until the mixture is gently bubbling. 
Remove from the oven, then scatter the chocolate on top. 
Leave in the tin to set until cold, then turn out and cut 
into 16 bars.  

Chocolate

BEST OF BRITISH FOOD 

Our latest special magazine (on sale 
now) has 196 pages of our favourite 
seasonal food features. Buy your 
copy in selected retailers or at 
hearstmagazines.co.uk/cl-specials.

DRINKSChocolate

THE GOLDEN POD Not your 
usual egg-shaped offering, 
this tin pops open to reveal 
sea salt caramel ‘pearls’ 
(£12.99, williescacao.com).

CHOCOLATE BY THE BOOK…

1Chocolate 
Tree’s Aztec 
Spice Hot 

Chocolate With 
cinnamon and 
chilli as the Aztecs 
wished they’d made 
it (160g/£5.95, 
choctree.co.uk).

From Bean to Bar: A Chocolate 
Lover’s Guide to Britain by 
Andrew Baker (AA Publishing, 
£15.99)

When Pablo Spaull of Forever 
Cacao decided he was going to 
make bean-to-bar chocolate,  
there were only a couple of makers 
in Britain. Now there are about a 
dozen. Journalist Andrew Baker 
crosses the country, from Dorset to 
the Highlands, on a mission to meet 
the finest ones, discovering what 
makes decent chocolate by tasting 
as he goes. Easily digestible in one 
go and best paired with a bar.

2 Large Ceremonial Tonic for 
Stress and Anxiety 
A mix of cacao, 

ginseng and 
hawthorn berry for 
melting and 
drinking. Enough 
for two strong or 
four mild doses (£8.99, 
thecacaoclub.com).

3 Seed’s Organic 
Cocoa Husk Tea 
Available in rose, 

orange, fennel and 
pure cocoa flavour. 
Enough for seven 
servings (£ 9.95, 
seedchocolate.com).

‘33 BARS OF CHOCOLATE’ 
NOTEBOOK Every serious 
chocolate-lover needs 
somewhere to jot down 
important tasting notes (£6, 
dormousechocolates.co.uk).

‘MESSY’ TRUFFLE MAKING 
Make your own bars and 
truffles at the Lincolnshire 
studio of former motor-racing 
manager Duffy Sheardown 
(£20, duffyschocolate.co.uk).

SAIL-SHIPPED BUNDLE A 
selection of bars and truffles 
from Colombia, and shipped 
by sail to Falmouth (£28.50, 
chocolarder.com).

INSIDER

GUIDE
Chocolate

Chocolate expert, writer and food industry 
consultant Jennifer Earle (jenniferearle.com) 
explains the art of chocolate pairing… 

WHITE CHOCOLATE AND BERRIES  
The sweetness of white chocolate offsets  
sour fruits perfectly. Try drizzling frozen 
berries with melted white chocolate: the 
fibre in the fruit stops the sugar hitting  
your bloodstream too quickly. 

MILK CHOCOLATE AND BANANAS 
These have similar levels of sweetness. Take 
alternate bites of each (something that may 
taste odd with fruit that contains more water). 

DARK CHOCOLATE AND ORANGES: 
Suck on a chunk of dark chocolate to eke out 
the flavour, then eat an orange. The juiciness 
of the fruit balances the dark chocolate, 
which is drier than other varieties as it 
contains less sugar (a liquid ingredient). 

MIX & MATCH
FRUIT & CHOCOLATE

CRAFT CHOCOLATE 
SUBSCRIPTION BOX As well 
as four craft bars delivered 
each month, subscribers  
get access to factories and 
tasting events (cocoarunners.
com, from £19.95 per month).


